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people of this country, should not, in its zeal for interference, deprive
them of their initiative and independence which are the nation's most
valuable assets." *•
These words, cited at the beginning of the Report of the Committee
on Ministers9 Powers, aptly summarise the policy of the State in
modern England and draw attention to the risk inherent in such
policy. That this feature of modern government is equally true of
the United States of America is shown by the following pronounce-
ment by Chief Justice Hughes of the Federal Supreme Court:
"The distinctive development of our era is that the activities of
the people are largely controlled by government bureaux in State and
Nation. It has well been said that this multiplication of adminis-
trative bodies with large powers has raised anew for our law, after
three centuries, the problem of *executiv§_justice,' perhaps better
styled 'administrative justice.* A host of controversies as to private
rights are no longerHecided in courts." a
The Committee on Ministers' Powers, to which reference has been •
made, was appointed in 1932 at a time when a storm of criticism
was being directed against the departments by the Bench and Bar,
by prominent academic lawyers at Oxford and a small group of
lawyers and others in the House of Commons. The appointment of -
the Committee coincided with the publication of an essay by the
Lord Chief Justice, Lord Hewart.3 This essay contained criticism
which was mainly destructive by a judge who considered that the
courts were losing their historic control of administration through
the King's Bench Division. The terms of reference to the Committee
were to consider the powers exercised by, or under the direction of
(or by persons or bodies appointed specially by), Ministers of the
Crown by way of (a) delegated legislation, and (Z>) judicial or quasi-
judicial decision, and to report what safeguards were desirable or
necessary to secure the constitutional principles of the sovereignty
of Parliament and the supremacy of the law. The Committee, which
vindicated the Civil Service from the charge of bureaucratic tyranny,
made many constructive recommendations on the topics of delegated
legislation and administrative justice. Though no Government has
formally adopted its recommendations, its influence has been seen in
changes made in drafting Bills which confer powers on departments
and, in particular, in the establishment by the House of Commons
in 1944 of the Select Committee on Statutory Instruments (at that
time called Statutory Rules and Orders).4 In some cases the recom-
mendations of the Committee on Ministers* Powers have not been
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